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Partnership Signed with New Zealand based Aotal & Snaphire
intelliHR Limited (ASX:IHR) has executed a partnership agreement with Aotal talent app store which also includes their
associated company Snaphire, New Zealand’s largest recruitment system. Both organisations are growing rapidly and
targeting global expansion.
intelliHR is actively progressing relationships both within Australia and abroad for integrations that support new
customer lead generation opportunities that fast track the development of a best-in-class, integrated ecosystem of HR
tools centred around intelliHR as the essential core people management platform for business.
SnapHire is a market leading recruitment solution (Applicant Tracking System), which offers an 'off the shelf', yet mature
e-recruitment technology platform. It’s an excellent technology partner for intelliHR’s growing ecosystem, as Snaphire
deals with key pre-hire activities such as talent sourcing, applicant tracking, and contract generation. Complementing
this, intelliHR provides businesses leading people management tools to look after people from the minute they are hired,
delivering improved performance, culture and staff retention.

This partnership will also see intelliHR promoted as a member of Aotal’s talent app store which helps business to identify
best of breed innovative HR technologies and makes the integration of these technologies a simple, immediate and
inexpensive exercise.
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In addition to being complementary technologies, the Aotal marketplace, Snaphire and intelliHR share similar ideal
customer profiles and identical global growth orientation, supporting the investment in a deeper partnership leveraging
co-marketing opportunities.
The agreement provides a 10% referral fee on the subscription for a referral that contracts as a customer of intelliHR
within 6 months of the referral. This exposes intelliHR to Snaphires and Aotal ecosystem, although at this time it is not
possible to accurately quantify the benefit of this.

Signed for and on behalf of intelliHR Limited:

Robert Bromage
Managing Director
intelliHR Limited
About intelliHR
intelliHR is an Australian HR technology business developing and currently marketing a next-generation cloud-based people management and data
analytics platform. Delivered to customers by a SaaS business model, it is disruptive and advanced technology leveraging AI specifically Natural Language
Processing in the application. It is scalable to a global market and is industry agnostic. For more information visit www.intellihr.com.au.

